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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
1. Determine R.H. and L.H. scraper arms using illustration below. Note: tabs are pointing down.

2. Mounting tabs that are not going to be used (based upon the model of planting unit to be mounted on) need
to be bent flush with the scraper arm or removed from the scraper arm.
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

3. Assemble the right and left scraper arms with the spring hooked into the arm slots.

4. Place the tabs of one arm into the mounting holes and pull the assembly under the planter opener frame to
the other side and insert the tabs into the mounting holes. Note: check to make sure the tabs are securely
inserted in the scraper mounting holes.
5. Hold the arms out away from the blade and slide the scrapers onto the arms.
6. Insert scraper arm bent end into the oblong slot in scraper and secure with 2570-159 hairpin cotter.

7. Release scraper arm, spring tension will hold the scraper against the planter disc blade.
Note: check that the carbide edge is parallel with the disc and that there is spring tension holding the
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scrapers to the disc blades.

Our name
Is getting known
Just a few years ago, Yetter products were sold primarily to the
Midwest only. Then we embarked on a program of expansion and
moved into the East, the South, the West and now north into
Canada. We’re even getting orders from as far away as Australia
and Africa.
So, when you buy Yetter products . . .you’re buying a name that’s
recognized. A name that’s known and respected. A name that’s
become a part of American agriculture and has become
synonymous with quality and satisfaction in the field of conservation
tillage.
Thank you.
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